1. Rewrite the sentence without the dangling or misplaced modifier.

   Flying in the airplane, the clouds looked like fluffy plumes of cotton.

2. Identify the type of connotation for the words below (−, +, •).

   □ modest
   □ shy
   □ mousy

3. The detectives spent hours upon hours examining every scrap of evidence and information that might indicate Jeremy had stolen the jewelry. But they were unable to **glean** any information that could cast doubt on his story of where he was during the robbery.

   **glean** means:

4. Choose the synonym for the following word: proficient

   inept, extravagant, accomplished, delayed

5. Underline and identify the figure of speech below.

   He should have been arrested, but he was only given a slap on the wrist.

   □ Hyperbole  □ Personification  □ Simile  □ Metaphor  □ Idiom

   What does the figure of speech from above mean?

5. Is the following a phrase or a clause? If it is a clause, indicate if it is independent or dependent.

   I knew what happened
1. Use the meanings of the root and affix to define the word. Then provide a dictionary definition.

levity

My Definition: ____________________________________________________________

Dictionary Definition: ____________________________________________________

2. Find 5 words that contain the root or affix from above.

3. Which of the following might diminish your credibility?
   a) eating a healthy diet  b) being honest and open with others
   c) lying to your best friend  d) cheating on an assignment

4. Add commas where needed to the sentence below.

"Yes I will be sending the package today" I said calmly.

5. Choose the antonym for the following word: demure

   timid  simple  brash  reserved

---

1. Select a word from "Monday # 2" that has the best connotation to complete this sentence.

   Her plain clothes and drab hair only contributed to her ______________ appearance.

2. Identify if the adjectives in the text below are coordinate. If they are coordinate adjectives, add a comma. If they are not coordinate adjectives, label them n/c for "non-coordinate."

   We danced to the happy upbeat song.

3. Circle the definition that matches the word used in the sentence below.

   in·trigue
   1. v. To fascinate
   2. v. To plot in a secret way; to scheme
   3. n. A secret plot or scheme

   The Rebels used information provided by spies to develop an intrigue against the British.

4. Identify if the following sentence is simple, compound, complex, or compound-complex.

   Because my car is being repaired, I have been taking the bus.

5. Choose a matching analogy. perfume:fragrant:

   a) doctor:kind  b) leader:influential  c) mean:bully  d) patient:friend